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In Memoriam to Christian C. Gerner of Moore, Oklahoma..64 years old..
Born: 3/14/51 ( a Pisces )
I first learned of Chris Gerner from a long-time female friend up in Wisconsin in mid 2005 who was
tuned into his RBN show on Shortwave Radio.. I had just installed a 10-Foot Diameter C/Ku-Band
Satellite Dish the year prior & located his Radio spot on what I truly think was the "GB" Bird via my
Motorola 4dtv Satellite Receiver. Chris was on a C-Band Digital FREE "in-the-clear" Channel ( like in
the 920's channel area on that Receiver ) that RBN had a spot on also..Chris had an “ISDN” Phone
line at the time so the Audio Quality was OUTSTANDING, especially listening to it off Satellite !!! I
immediately started to Record his shows onto audio cassette tapes & subsequently "digitized" them
into mp3 format which got uploaded to a Web-Page that I had created exclusively for Chris.
I ended up taking all his shows down in 2012 for the sake of wanting to "save storage space" with my
web-hosting service provider.. I decided to re-launch the "Gerner archives Subpage" this month after I
had learned from Chris' Webmaster- Darren Weeks - in an email from him on Tuesday, April 5th that
Chris had died from a Heart attack back in August 2015..Chris had become extremely overweight
before he died, had a weak Heart & Diabetes..
I've managed to track down with GREAT EFFORT the New Homeowner to Chris' house ( 1,976
Square feet ) as well as Chris' ONLY remaining Family Relative ( Sister ) as well as a former friend of
Chris' out in Texas & have learned about all the grisly details as to what happened around the time of
Chris' death..The Sheriff's Office can't establish a definitive time of Death so the date of Aug. 8th, 2015
was established because his neighbors had heard his Dogs outside the previous night late at night
and according to her, Chris' Dogs would always throw a commotion whenever he would mow his
grass. His body, along with 1 of Chris' 3 German Shepherds standing guard by Chris' side, was
discovered by a neighbor.. No funeral held.. He was cremated.
Chris was one of the greatest Patriotic Citizens this Country ever had. His Ancestral origin was that of
Danish.. His upbringing included a Mother who was a member of the John Birch Society so Chris had
probably sensed/detected/knew that REALITY was far different than what we were told it was..He had
Class. He was TRULY "one-of-a-kind". He was a LEADER and manifested a format/demeanor just like
Bill Cooper & Dr. Rebecca Carley just to name a few. Chris told it the "way it is". When listening to his
shows, I could truly tell that this was a Man who CARED for the Survival of the Human Race..I've been
into the “Alternative News” since 1995 so I have developed an acute sense of figuring out “who” the
REAL LEADERS are & Chris was ABSOLUTELY no doubt one of them..
Folks like me who possess a higher energy density can also sense TRUTH when it resonates. Like
Darren says, "nobody can replace him" & that is VERY TRUE..My friend Anthony J. Hilder can also be
given credit because Anthony was Chris' inspiration for even getting into starting his own radio
shows..Chris became a STRONG influence on me to get my own radio shows going when I started in
2006. I can't remember but the Microphone or Mixer Board I ended up purchasing was based upon a
recommendation from Chris in late 2005 or 2006 ?? I spoke privately on the phone with him at least 2
times & the last time I ever spoke to him was in 2007 or 2008..At that time, Chris had told me he had
like 8 boxes ( 1,240 ) of his old shows on audio cassette tapes but unfortunately they all vanished after
he died. What a REAL tragedy.
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In closing, whoever is reading this, I want you to know that I SEEK OLD radio shows of Chris' from
BEFORE 2004, preferably High-Quality. I know that Chris started doing Radio back on July 1st 1996
and had been on a number of radio networks which included but not limited to Genesis aka "gcn",
WBCQ Shortwave, Amerinet Broadcasting, the Old but now-defunct Republic Radio International,
wwfar ( Worldwide First Amendment Radio ) & even Bill Cooper's own Radio network & I am even
willing to PAY to acquire these OLD shows of his..I can't even track down Loris Thompkins who was
the original owner of Republic Radio International..A voicemail message left for me from Genesis, who
sounded like Ted Anderson, doesn't even recall the name Chris Gerner from his network ( genesis ).
Please Email me at gem3intucson@q.com if ANYBODY qualifies for this request..
5/19/16 UPDATE:
I've encountered a Tremendous Black Hole in attempting to locate any of Chris' old Radio shows from
7/1/96 up to early 2004. I'm also not receiving any feedback for the most part from giving out the URL
to this Tribute Webpage, especially to folks who were “extremely” close to Chris or knew him very well.
Based upon listening to his 2005 shows, he had a lot of folks who really liked him but apparently
something has happened because I'm NOT even receiving any email replies or expected return phone
calls from folks that I would REALLY expect feedback from ???? Aside from Darren Weeks efforts &
some 2004 wwfar shows that “Vicky” in Idaho emailed me, I appear to be the ONLY person on this
Planet PRESERVING any memories of what Chris was attempting to do for the Human Race. Those
Audio Cassette Tapes Chris possessed are ABSOLUTE GOLD & priceless to a person who truly
knows what this “fight” against the New World 'Odor' is all about..

